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Abstract Natural systems are often complex and dynamic
(i.e. nonlinear), making them diﬃcult to understand
using linear statistical approaches. Linear approaches are
fundamentally based on correlation. Thus, they are illposed for dynamical systems, where correlation can occur without causation, and causation may also occur in
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the absence of correlation. ‘‘Mirage correlation’’ (i.e., the
sign and magnitude of the correlation change with time)
is a hallmark of nonlinear systems that results from state
dependency. State dependency means that the relationships among interacting variables change with diﬀerent
states of the system. In recent decades, nonlinear methods that acknowledge state dependence have been
developed. These nonlinear statistical methods are rooted in state space reconstruction, i.e. lagged coordinate
embedding of time series data. These methods do not
assume any set of equations governing the system but
recover the dynamics from time series data, thus called
empirical dynamic modeling (EDM). EDM bears a
variety of utilities to investigating dynamical systems.
Here, we provide a step-by-step tutorial for EDM
applications with rEDM, a free software package written
in the R language. Using model examples, we aim to
guide users through several basic applications of EDM,
including (1) determining the complexity (dimensionality) of a system, (2) distinguishing nonlinear dynamical
systems from linear stochastic systems, and quantifying
the nonlinearity (i.e. state dependence), (3) determining
causal variables, (4) forecasting, (5) tracking the strength
and sign of interaction, and (6) exploring the scenario of
external perturbation. These methods and applications
can be used to provide a mechanistic understanding of
dynamical systems.
Keywords Embedding Æ State space reconstruction Æ
State dependence Æ Forecast Æ Interaction

Introduction
A famous old Chinese saying: ‘‘A halo around the moon
indicates the rising of wind; the damp on a plinth is a sign
of approaching rain’’ is believed to be written by Xun Su
(approximated to appear in 1069AD in the Sung Dynasty of China). However, a halo does not cause wind;
wind does not cause the halo, either! Two things appear
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Fig. 1 Model examples demonstrating a confusing conclusion
based on linear correlation analysis. The ﬁrst model is a twospecies adult (N)-recruitment (R) ﬁshery model (a). Both species are
driven by a shared environmental driver (V). Although no
interaction exists between species N1 and N2, their dynamics show
a strong positive correlation (b), driven by the shared environmen-

tal force. The second model is a two-species competition model (M1
and M2), demonstrating mirage correlation (c). Although M1 and
M2 have a ﬁxed negative interaction, the sign of correlation
between their dynamics changes over time (d). In a, c, the arrow
indicates causal interaction, with the cause pointing to the eﬀect.
The model examples are modiﬁed from Sugihara et al. (2012)

to be highly correlated, but there is no causal relationship between them. That is, correlation does not imply
causation. This can be demonstrated using a simple
model of two independent populations driven by the
same external forcing (Fig. 1a, b). As can be seen from
the model, two species show strong correlation, although they do not interact. This strong correlation is
simply driven by a third, shared component (e.g., the
environment). This is analogous to the well-known
Moran eﬀect (Moran 1953).
Even more counter-intuitively, a lack of correlation
does not imply lack of causation. This can be demonstrated using a two-species competition model (Fig. 1c).
The two species exhibit a mirage correlation (Fig. 1d):
positive correlation for a period of time, negative correlation for another period of time, and then no correlation in yet another period of time. If one uses
correlation to infer causality, one may erroneously
conclude that the two species have no causal interaction.
Such a ‘‘mirage correlation’’ is a hallmark of nonlinear
dynamical systems (Sugihara et al. 2012).
Mirage correlations result from a fundamental
property of nonlinear dynamical systems known as state
dependency (Sugihara et al. 2012; Ye et al. 2015a). State
dependency means that the relationships among interacting variables change with diﬀerent states of the
dynamical system (Ye et al. 2015a). For example, the
sign of the correlation between two variables may

change with diﬀerent system states, and therefore appears to change with time (i.e., mirage correlation;
Fig. 1d). State dependent behavior is clearly demonstrated in the Lorenz butterﬂy attractor (Lorenz 1963),
in which two variables exhibit opposite correlations
when they are on diﬀerent lobes of the butterﬂy attractor, i.e., diﬀerent system states depending on the state of
a third variable. (For an illustration, see animation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DikuwwPWsY).
Importantly, for a dynamical system, variables are
interdependent and cannot be analyzed separately
(Sugihara et al. 2012). Such kind of state-dependent
behavior cannot be studied by linear approaches (such
as regression or structural equation modeling), because
linear approaches are fundamentally based on correlation and assume that the systems are additive (Sugihara
et al. 2012). Thus, from a methodological viewpoint, the
study of nonlinear dynamical systems requires nonlinear
methods that acknowledge state dependency, whereas
linear methods should be applied for linear stochastic
systems.
To study dynamical systems, nonlinear time series
analytical methods have been developed over recent
decades (e.g. Sugihara and May 1990; Anderson et al.
2008; Glaser et al. 2014; Ye et al. 2015a). These nonlinear statistical methods are rooted in state space
reconstruction (SSR), i.e. lagged coordinate embedding
of time series data (Takens 1981). The basic idea of SSR
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is illustrated in the animation: http://deepeco.ucsd.edu/
video-animations. These methods do not assume any set
of equations governing the system but recover the
dynamics from time series data, thus called empirical
dynamic modeling. Essentially, dynamical systems can
be described as the evolution of a set of states over time
based on some rules governing the movement of states in
a high dimensional state space (i.e. a manifold). Motion
on the manifold can be projected onto a coordinate axis,
forming a time series. More generally, any set of
sequential observations of the system state (i.e. a function that maps the state onto the real number line) is a
time series. For example, when we collect time series
data, we actually design and apply an observation
function. Conversely, time series (observations) can be
plotted in a multidimensional state space to recover the
dynamics, known as attractor reconstruction (Packard
et al. 1980).
For example, if we know that the dynamics of zooplankton are aﬀected by phytoplankton and ﬁsh, we can
reconstruct the system by plotting time series of phytoplankton, zooplankton, and ﬁsh along the x, y, and
z axis, respectively, in a state space, and view the evolution of the system over time. However, in practice, we
may lack the phytoplankton and ﬁsh data needed to
reconstruct the dynamics; or, in a more general situation, we may not even know all the critical variables for
the system. To overcome these diﬃculties, Takens (1981)
oﬀered a solution by demonstrating that a shadow version of the attractor (motion vectors or phase space)
governing the original process can be reconstructed from
time series observations on a single variable in the process (for example, the time series of zooplankton abundance) using lagged coordinate embedding. To embed
such a series of scalar measurements (with an equal
sampling interval), vectors in the putative phase space
are formed from time-delayed values of the scalar
measurements, {xt, xt1s, xt2s … xt(E1)s}, where E is
the embedding dimension (i.e., the dimension or number
of time-delayed coordinates required for the attractor
reconstruction), and s is the lag (see Sugihara and May
1990) for the choices of E and s). Takens’ theorem states
that the shadow version of the dynamics reconstructed
by such an embedding preserves the essential features of
the true dynamics (so-called ‘‘topological invariance’’).
That is, if enough lags are taken, this form of reconstruction is generically a diﬀeomorphism and preserves
essential mathematical properties of the original system.
In other words, local neighborhoods (and their trajectories) in the reconstruction map to local neighborhoods
(and their trajectories) of the original system. Thus, in
our plankton example, even if the ﬁsh and phytoplankton abundances over time are not measured, we can still
reconstruct a shadow that accounts for these missing
variables by taking the E prior values from just the
zooplankton time series as a coordinate in E-dimensional space. Based on the concept of attractor reconstruction, EDM can be used to study nonlinear
dynamical systems.

As time series data accumulate, EDM is gaining signiﬁcant attention. To a large extent, this is a result of the
powerful free software package rEDM, which is written
in the R language (Ye et al. 2016). However, for nonspecialists, there is often a steep learning curve toward
the eﬀective use of this package. Our objective here is
not to explain the theory and algorithm of EDM, which
requires a deep understanding of the theory of dynamical systems, but to guide EDM novices through several
basic applications. Nevertheless, an introductory-level
understanding of dynamical systems is required before
using the methods; we recommend some textbooks (e.g.
Nicolis and Prigogine 1989; Alligood et al. 1996). Here,
we provide model examples for which the exact answers
are known. We demonstrate the functions in the rEDM
package to analyze the model time series data step by
step, and then explain the output and statistics and
provide the ecological interpretation of the results. All
the example model data and R codes are included in the
Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM), allowing
readers to reproduce the results. We then brieﬂy touch
upon some technical issues concerning data requirements and processing. We conclude by pointing readers
to useful references for more advanced applications of
the EDM framework.

Applications of EDM
EDM bears a variety of utilities to investigating
dynamical systems: (1) determining the complexity (dimensionality) of the system (Sugihara and May 1990;
Hsieh et al. 2005), (2) distinguishing nonlinear dynamical systems from linear stochastic systems (Sugihara
1994) and quantifying the nonlinearity (i.e. state
dependence) (Anderson et al. 2008; Sugihara et al. 2011),
(3) determining causal variables (Sugihara et al. 2012),
(4) forecasting (Sugihara and May 1990; Dixon et al.
1999; Ye et al. 2015a; Ye and Sugihara 2016), (5)
tracking the strength and sign of interaction (Deyle et al.
2016b), and (6) exploring the scenario of external perturbation (Deyle et al. 2013). These methods and
applications can be used to give a mechanistic understanding of dynamical systems and provide eﬀective
policy and management recommendations on ecosystem, climate, epidemiology, ﬁnancial regulation, medical
diagnosis, and much else. Below, we provide examples
for some basic applications of EDM. In ESMs, we
provide a step-by-step guideline for each analysis using
the R language (ESM1).
Determining the complexity of system
The complexity of a system can be practically deﬁned as
the number of independent variables needed to reconstruct the attractor (i.e. dimensionality of the system).
Based on Takens’ Theorem, the dynamics of the system
can be reconstructed from the time lags of a single time
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series, e.g., {xt, xt1s, xt2s … xt(E1)s}. For simplicity,
throughout this manuscript we set the time lag s = 1 for
demonstration. Here, E is the embedding dimension
(note that the practical embedding dimension E is not
necessarily equal to the true dimension of the system D).
Moreover, E is not necessarily equal to the number of
interacting components (e.g., the number of species or
the number of coupled equations). Nevertheless, it is
proved that E < 2D + 1 (Whitney 1936); that is, E has
an upper bound. In most real-world cases, E is not
known a priori, and needs to be estimated. Determining
embedding dimension E is a fundamental ﬁrst step in all
EDM analyses.
The dimensionality of a dynamical system can be
determined by simplex projection (Sugihara and May
1990; Hsieh et al. 2005). When using simplex projection,
a time series is typically divided into two halves, where
one half (X) is used as the library set for out-of-sample
forecasting of the reserved other half, the prediction set
(Y). Note that the prediction set is not used in the model
construction, and thus the prediction is made out of
sample. Simplex projection is a nonparametric analysis
in state space. The forecast for a predictee Y(tk) = {
Y(tk), Y(tk1), …, Y(tkE + 1)} is given by the projections of its neighbors in the state space in the library
set, {X(1), X(2), …, X(E+1)}, where ||X(1)  Y(tk)|| =
min(||X  Y(tk)||) for all X „ Y, X(2) is the secondnearest neighbor, and so on. All E + 1 neighboring
points from the library set form a minimal polygon (i.e.,
simplex) enclosing the predictee under embedding
dimension E. The one-step forward prediction Ŷ(tk +
1) can then be determined by averaging the one-step
forward projections of the neighbors {X(1)(t1 + 1),
X(2)(t2 + 1), …, X(E+1)(t(E+1) + 1)}. By carrying out
simplex projection using diﬀerent values of E, the optimal embedding dimension E can be determined
according to the predictive skill. There are several ways
to evaluate the predictive skill of simplex projection,
such as the correlation coeﬃcient (q) or the mean
absolute error (MAE) between the observations and the
forecast results (i.e., comparing Y(tk + 1) with Ŷ(tk +
1)). Statistical issues concerning whether to use q or
MAE with empirical data are discussed by Hsieh and
Ohman (2006). Note that, in the case where the time
series is rather short, leave-one-out cross-validation can
be performed instead of dividing the time series into
halves (Sugihara et al. 1996; Glaser et al. 2014).
Here, we demonstrate an example comparing two
systems: linear stochastic red noise and a nonlinear
logistic map (Fig. 2a, b; ESM2). By trial-and-error
using diﬀerent values of E for simplex projection, we
determine that the best embedding dimension for red
noise is E = 7 whereas that for the simple nonlinear
logistic map is E = 2. In this example, the optimal E is
selected based on the criterion that maximizes the
predictive skill by evaluating the correlation coeﬃcients
(q) between the forecasts and observations (Fig. 2c, d).
The results indicated that, although both time series
show large ﬂuctuations, the dimensionality (or com-

plexity) of the logistic map is much smaller than that of
the red noise.
Distinguishing nonlinear dynamical systems from linear
stochastic systems and quantifying the nonlinearity
The ability to distinguishing nonlinear dynamical systems from linear stochastic systems is a critical concern,
because ‘‘nonlinearity’’ is formally associated with the
ideas of nonlinear ampliﬁcation, multiple stable states,
hysteresis and fold catastrophe (Scheﬀer et al. 2001;
Hsieh et al. 2005). Moreover, if a system is nonlinear (i.e.
driven mainly by low-dimensional, deterministic processes), then in principle it should be possible to construct a reasonable mechanistic model that captures this
behavior with much better forecast skill (Sugihara 1994;
Hsieh et al. 2008). In contrast, it is impossible to construct a mechanistic model for linear stochastic systems.
One should also understand that it is impossible to
distinguish high-dimensional nonlinear systems from
linear stochastic systems given time series data (Sugihara
1994).
As mentioned above, nonlinearity is formally deﬁned as the state dependency of a nonlinear dynamical
system. In other words, the degree of state dependency
reﬂects the nonlinearity of a dynamical system. State
dependency (nonlinearity) can be quantiﬁed by S-map
analysis (S-map stands for ‘‘sequential locally weighted
global linear map’’ (Sugihara 1994)). Similar to simplex
projection, S-map also provides forecasts in state space.
However, instead of using only neighboring points
surrounding the predictee, S-map makes forecasts using
the whole library of points with certain weights (hence
the name, locally weighted global linear map). In fact,
S-map analysis is a locally weighted linear regression
performed under the state space associated with a
weighting function in the form of an exponential decay
kernel, w(d) = exp(hd/dm). Here, d is the distance
between the predictee and each library point, and dm is
the mean distance of all paired library points. The
parameter h controls the degree of state dependency. If
h = 0, all library points have the same weight
regardless of the local state of the predictee; mathematically, this model reduces to linear autoregressive
model. In contrast, if h > 0, the forecast given by the
S-map depends on the local state of the predictee, and
thus produces locally diﬀerent ﬁttings. Therefore, by
comparing the performance of equivalent linear
(h = 0) and nonlinear (h > 0) S-map models, one can
distinguish nonlinear dynamical systems from linear
stochastic systems.
Moreover, state dependency (nonlinearity) can be
examined using the improvement in forecasting skill of
the nonlinear model over the linear model as Dq =
max(qh  qh=0): the maximum diﬀerence between the
correlation qh at each h to the correlation qh=0 found for
h = 0. If the Dq is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the
expectation of the null model, the system is deemed
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Fig. 2 Model examples comparing a linear stochastic red noise and
b a nonlinear logistic map. By simplex projection, we determine the
best embedding dimension (E) for c red noise and d the logistic
map. In this study, we use the maximal predictive skill, q, as the
criterion for selecting E. With the optimal E, we then use S-map to
quantify the nonlinearity of red noise and the logistic map. For
linear red noise (e), increasing the state dependency parameter h
does not improve the predictive skill (i.e. the optimal h = 0). In

contrast, the predictive skill is maximized at h = 2 for the
nonlinear logistic map (f). The improvement in forecasting skill
of the nonlinear over the linear model, Dq = max(qh  qh=0): the
maximum diﬀerence between the forecasting skill qh at each h to
the skill qh=0 found for h = 0, is used to quantify the nonlinearity
(state dependency). If the Dq is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from that
expected in the null model, the system is deemed nonlinear

nonlinear (see details in Hsieh et al. 2005; Deyle et al.
2013).
In a practical sense, we quantify state dependence by
analyzing time series data of the system. It is necessary
to emphasize that we do not derive or ﬁt equations using
data for the system, because such equations are generally
unknown and ﬁtting equations is unreliable for mathematical reasons (Perretti et al. 2013). Moreover, even
when the equations are known or can be hypothesized,
one cannot determine the nonlinearity of a system simply by asking whether the underlying equations are linear or nonlinear. In fact, nonlinear equations do not
necessarily always exhibit nonlinear dynamic properties
(e.g. chaos). Depending on the parameters, nonlinear
equations can actually exhibit simple linear behaviors,
such as equilibria and periodic cycles. Failure to make
this distinction often causes confusion in the literature
concerning the deﬁnition of nonlinearity.
As a demonstration, we analyze the aforementioned
linear (red noise) and nonlinear (logistic map) systems

using S-map (Fig. 2e, f; ESM2). Nonlinearity can be
evaluated by examining the relationship between the
predictive skill q and the state-dependency parameter h
(Fig. 2e, f). The linear stochastic red noise does not exhibit any state dependency, as the S-map performance is
optimized at h = 0. In contrast, the nonlinear logistic
map reaches the optimal predictive skill at some h > 0,
indicating the improved S-map forecast ability accompanied with increasing state-dependency (i.e. nonlinearity).
Determining causal variables
EDM can be used to reveal causation between variables.
Two variables are causally linked if they interact in the
same dynamical system. Following Takens’ theorem, the
system manifold reconstructed from univariate embedding (SSR using a single variable) gives a 1-1 map to the
original system, i.e., topologically invariance. Because
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all manifolds reconstructed from univariates give 1-1
maps to the original manifold, it is not surprising that all
the reconstructed manifolds result in 1-1 mappings if
they are causally linked. Based on this idea, Sugihara
et al. (2012) developed a cross-mapping algorithm to test
the causation between a pair of variables in dynamical
systems. This algorithm predicts the current quantity of
one variable M1 using the time lags of another variable
M2 and vice versa. If M1 and M2 belong to the same
dynamical system (i.e., they are causally linked), the
cross-mapping between them shall be ‘‘convergent.’’
Convergence means that the cross-mapping skill (q)
improves with increasing library size. This is because
more data in the library makes the reconstructed manifold denser, and the highly resolved attractor improves
the accuracy of prediction based on neighboring points
(i.e., simplex projection). Sugihara et al. (2012) stated
that convergence is a practical criterion to test causation,
and called this phenomenon convergent cross-mapping
(CCM). To evaluate convergence in cross-mapping, the
state space is reconstructed using diﬀerent library
lengths (L) subsampled randomly from time series.
Here, Li starts from the minimal library length, L0,
which is equal to the embedding dimension, to the
maximal library length, Lmax, which equal to the whole
length of the time series. To test the convergence of
CCM, two approaches are widely used. First, the convergence can be tested by investigating how the crossmapping skill changes with respect to the library size
(e.g., trend or increment). For example, one can consider
the following two statistical criteria: (1) testing the
existence of a signiﬁcant monotonic increasing trend in
q(L) using Kendall’s s test, and (2) testing the signiﬁcance of the improvement in q(L) by Fisher’s Dq Z test,
which checks whether the cross-mapping skill obtained
under the maximal library length (q(Lmax)) is signiﬁcantly higher than that obtained using the minimal library length (q(L0)). The convergence of CCM is
deemed signiﬁcant when both Kendall’s s test and
Fisher’s Dq Z test are signiﬁcant. Second, the convergence and the signiﬁcance of cross-mapping skill can be
tested by comparison with the null model expectation
generated using surrogate time series (van Nes et al.
2015). However, there is no consensus on the optimal
approach or null model.
Note that, the direction of cross-mapping is opposite to the direction of cause-eﬀect. That is, a convergent cross-mapping from M2(t) to M1(t) indicates
that M1 causes M2. This is because M1, as a causal
variable driving M2, has left its footprints on M2(t).
The footprints of M1 are transcribed on the past
history of M2, and thus M2 is able to predict the
current value of M1.
We revisit the two model examples of the Moran effect and mirage correlation (Fig. 1), and compare the
results of CCM and linear correlation analysis at identifying causation. In the Moran eﬀect model (ESM3),
the cross-mapping between the two variables does not
converge at all, even though their linear correlation is

Fig. 3 Model examples demonstrating convergent cross mapping
(CCM) to identify causality. In the Moran eﬀect model (Fig. 1b),
although the overall correlation is signiﬁcant (dotted line
r = 0.452), CCM does not exhibit any convergence with increasing
library size, indicating no causation between the two populations
(a). In contrast, although the overall correlation is very weak
(dotted line r = 0.089) due to the mirage correlation (Fig. 1d),
CCM exhibits strong convergence with increasing library size,
indicating bidirectional causation between two competing populations (b). The solid line represents the median of predictive skill for
each library size, and the dash lines represent the 1st and 3rd
quantiles of the predictive skills from randomly subsampled library
sets

signiﬁcantly high (Fig. 3a). In contrast, the mirage correlation model (Fig. 3b) demonstrates clear convergence
in CCM, although no signiﬁcant correlation is found
between the two populations. On the one hand, CCM
avoids the wrong conclusion being drawn for the Moran
eﬀect (in contrast to the signiﬁcant correlation concluded by the linear analysis) (Fig. 3a). On the other
hand, CCM successfully detects the mutual causality in
the competition model (ESM4) that is otherwise masked
by the lack of signiﬁcant correlation due to the mirage
correlation (Fig. 3b) in nonlinear systems. A recent
study indicates that CCM is generally robust even when
the interaction coeﬃcient is time-varying (BozorgMagham et al. 2015).
Forecasting: univariate, multivariate, and multiview
embedding
Because vectors that are close in state space evolve
similarly in time, the future value at one time point can
be predicted based on the behavior of its nearest
neighbors in the reconstructed state space. EDM uses
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Fig. 4 Conceptual explanation of univariate, multivariate, and
multi-view embedding, using the Lorenz attractor (L1(t), L2(t), and
L3(t)). The original attractor (a) is approximated using state space
reconstruction by univariate (b), multivariate (c), and multi-view
embedding (d). Under a univariate embedding (b), only one
variable (L2 in this example) is used based on lagged time series

(L2(t), L2(t  s), and L2(t  2s)). In the multivariate embedding
(c), multiple variables (L2 and L3 in this example) are used based on
a combination of more than one lagged time series (L2(t), L2(t  s),
and L3(t)). Moreover, the attractor can be reconstructed by multiview embedding (d), that is, combinations of various multiple
embeddings

the information on historical trajectories to forecast
future values rather than speciﬁc equations that assume
a mechanistic relationship between variables. Simplex
projection (Sugihara and May 1990) and S-map (Sugihara 1994) (as explained in previous sections) enable
forecasting for dynamical systems using information in
the reconstructed state space.
As simplex projection and S-map are applied in a
reconstructed state space, the method of reconstructing
the state space is a critical issue for forecasting. In the
framework of EDM, three diﬀerent methods have been
proposed so far (Fig. 4): (1) univariate embedding
(Takens 1981; Sugihara and May 1990), (2) multivariate
embedding (Dixon et al. 1999; Deyle and Sugihara
2011), and (3) multi-view embedding (Ye and Sugihara
2016). In this section, we demonstrate these three forecasting methods using time series generated from a re-

source–consumer–predator model (Fig. 5; ESM5). The
details of this model are described by Deyle et al.
(2016b).
The univariate embedding uses time-lagged values of
a single variable to reconstruct the state space. Suppose
we are interested in forecasting the population dynamics
of Consumer 1 (C1). We can use univariate embedding
to reconstruct the state space using only information
(history) encoded in C1. The results of simplex projection indicate that the best embedding dimension of C1 is
E = 3, so the state space is reconstructed using {C1(t),
C1(t  1), C1(t  2)}. The forecasting skill (i.e., correlation coeﬃcient between observed and predicted values)
is 0.970 in this case (Fig. 6a).
Multivariate embedding uses multiple variables to
reconstruct the state space. In the resource–consumer–
predator model, Resource (R) and Predator 1 (P1)
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Fig. 5 Model example of ﬁve-species resource–consumer–predator
interaction. Resource, Consumer 1, Consumer 2, Predator 1, and
Predator 2 are represented by R, C1, C2, P1, and P2, respectively

(a). In a, the arrow indicates energy ﬂow. Example time series are
shown for R (b), C1 (c), C2 (d), P1 (e), and P2 (f)

interact directly with C1. Thus, information in R and P1
is useful for forecasting the population dynamics of C1.
In this case, the state space is reconstructed using {R(t),
P1(t), C1(t)} (i.e., native multivariate embedding without
using lagged values). The forecasting skill is 0.987
(Fig. 6b). Note that, in this case, {R(t), P1(t), C1(t)} is
suﬃcient to recover the dynamics of C1(t), because the
best embedding dimension of C1(t) is E = 3. However,
if the best embedding dimension of C1(t) were E ‡ 4,
additional time-lagged values (e.g., C1(t  1)) may be
added to suﬃciently recover the dynamics of C1(t).
Multi-view embedding leverages information by
combining many possible embeddings (Ye and Sugihara
2016). According to embedding theory (Takens 1981;
Deyle and Sugihara 2011), many valid embeddings are
possible even if there are only a few variables in a system. Given l lags for each of n variables, the number of
E-dimensional
variable
combination
is
  

nl
nðl  1Þ
m¼

. Although all variable comE
E
binations are valid embeddings, the system dynamics
may not be resolved equally well with limited data.
Therefore, only the top-k reconstructions, as ranked by
in-sample forecasting skill, are used in thepmulti-view
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
embedding, with the heuristic value of k ¼ m applied
in the original paper (Ye and Sugihara 2016). The values
predicted from the top-k reconstructions are then averaged, and a single predicted value is calculated. For
example, the Lorenz attractor contains three variables,

L1(t), L2(t), and L3(t). If we allow a time-lag of up to two
steps, then the number of possible three-dimensional
combinations
embeddings), m, is

  (three-dimensional

32
3  ð2  1 Þ

¼ 19 (Fig. 4d). The top-k
3
3
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
reconstructions, that is 19 (in practice, the top-4 or -5
reconstructions), are used to make predictions. We applied the multi-view embedding to the resource–consumer–predator model, and forecast C1. The forecasting
skill of multi-view embedding is 0.989 for C1 (Fig. 6c).
In general, the forecasting skill runs in the following
order: multi-view embedding > multivariate embedding > univariate embedding (Fig. 6d). That is, given
limited-length time series, richer information results in
better forecasting skill. In some applications, one may
wish to estimate the uncertainty of a forecast. One
potential solution is to consider error propagation (Ye
et al. 2015a). However, other approaches may apply,
and this topic remains an open question.
Tracking strength and sign of interactions
Interspeciﬁc interactions are of particular interest
among ecologists, because they are thought to drive the
dynamics (e.g., local stability) of an ecological community (e.g. May 1972; Mougi and Kondoh 2012). The
S-map method enables partial derivatives to be calculated in a multivariate state space at each time point, and
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Fig. 7 Time-varying interspeciﬁc interaction strengths estimated by
the S-map method as partial derivatives (i.e. S-map coeﬃcients).
The blue, red, and green lines represent ¶C1/¶R, ¶C1/¶C2, and ¶C1/
¶P1, respectively. In this example, ¶C1/¶R, ¶C1/¶C2, and ¶C1/¶P1
can be regarded as bottom-up, competition, and top-down eﬀects,
respectively (color ﬁgure online)

2016b). For example, ¶C1/¶R represents the inﬂuence of
R on C1 in the resource–consumer–predator model.
Note that it is important to distinguish time-varying
(realized) interaction strengths from interaction coeﬃcients (which are often constant in diﬀerential or difference equations) (Hernandez 2009; Deyle et al. 2016b).
Using time series data from the resource–consumer–
predator model (ESM5), we can calculate the interaction
strengths from R, C2, and P1 to C1. First, the state space
is reconstructed using C1(t), R(t), C2(t), and P1(t). Second, the best weighting parameter (h) used in the S-map
is determined by trial-and-error (see the previous section). Third, the partial derivatives at each time point are
calculated using the multivariate S-map method. The
partial derivatives ¶C1/¶R, ¶C1/¶C2, and ¶C1/¶P1 can be
regarded as the bottom-up, competition, and top-down
eﬀect, respectively. The results indicate that the interaction strengths do indeed ﬂuctuate in the model system,
and that the bottom-up eﬀects are larger than the
competition and top-down eﬀects (Fig. 7).
Scenario exploration of external perturbation

Fig. 6 Observed versus predicted values of univariate (a), multivariate (b), and multi-view (c) embedding. Forecasting skill (d) runs
in the order: multi-view embedding > multivariate embedding > univariate embedding

the partial derivatives give a good approximation of
interspeciﬁc interactions, capturing the time-varying
dynamics of the interaction strengths (Deyle et al.

Ecological systems are often aﬀected by an external
force, e.g., temperature, and predicting what may happen in the system if the external force increases or decreases is a pressing concern. EDM facilitates the
forecasting of the potential outcome of changes in an
external force in the dynamics of a system (scenario
exploration). For example, Deyle et al. (2013) used
multivariate simplex projection to predict responses in
the Paciﬁc sardine population under a scenario of climate (temperature) changes.
In scenario exploration, we ﬁrst need to determine
which variables are included in SSR. In the demonstration, we again use the resource–consumer–predator
model (Fig. 5; ESM5). In the model time series, we focus
on predicting the inﬂuences of changes in R on C1. First,
we reconstruct the state space using univariate embedding. As the best embedding dimension of C1 is 3, the
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Fig. 8 Scenario exploration focusing on Consumer 1 (C1) under
increased/decreased Resource (R) situations. The solid line, black
ﬁlled-circles, red triangles, and blue triangles represent the observed
C1, predicted C1 with original data, predicted C1 under increased
R situation, and predicted C1 under decreased R situation,
respectively. Note that an increase in R does not always result in
increased C1. This is because the eﬀect of R on C1 also depends on
the condition of other species, a phenomenon known as statedependent behavior in dynamical systems (color ﬁgure online)

state space is reconstructed as {C1(t), C1(t  1), C1(t
2)}. To predict the consequences of changes in R, we
add R(t) as an additional coordinate in the reconstructed
state space. Thus, the ﬁnal version of reconstructed state
space is {C1(t), C1(t  1), C1(t  2), R(t)}. In the state
space, 50% of the standard deviation (r) of R is
added/subtracted to/from a target vector, and the future
behavior of the modiﬁed vector (ÆC1(t), C1(t  1),
C1(t  2), R(t) + 0.5r i or ÆC1(t), C1(t  1), C1(t  2),
R(t)  0.5r i) is predicted by simplex projection. This
scenario exploration suggests that changes in R result in
changes in C1 (Fig. 8). Note that the inﬂuence of R is not
constant; that is, an increase in R results in increased C1
at some time points, but decreased C1 at other points
(Fig. 8). Because the resource–consumer–predator
model is a nonlinear dynamical system, the system
behavior is state-dependent, and interactions between
variables ﬂuctuate over time. Thus, the eﬀect of perturbation in R on C1 changes depending on the state of
the system. Again, this example demonstrates that EDM
acknowledges state-dependence, and is therefore a
powerful tool for analyzing and predicting nonlinear
dynamical systems.

Data issues
One should bear in mind that EDM can only be applied
to time series data of ﬁxed, equal sampling intervals.
Given a long, high-frequency time series, one can certainly bin the data into diﬀerent time scales (i.e., dividing
the sampling frequency). Nevertheless, analyses at different scales (e.g. daily or annual) reveal diﬀerent
dynamics, because the behavior of a dynamical system is
scale dependent (Hsieh and Ohman 2006). In addition,
the time series data needs to be stationary, as required
by all time series analyses (Box et al. 1994).

As in any statistical method, errors can undermine
the eﬃcacy of EDM. Two types of error are often
encountered: measurement (observational) and process
error. Measurement error arises because of uncertainties
in the measurements or observations; process error results from some processes that are not observed with the
observation function (Sugihara 1994). For example, in
an ecosystem, we cannot model all species; similarly, in a
simple logistic growth model, the growth rate parameter
is not ﬁxed but randomly perturbed by environmental
variation. The un-modeled part is considered the process
error. An interesting phenomenon is that process error
can drive a deterministic system from equilibrium to
stochastic chaos (for mathematical account on this topic, see Sugihara 1994). For example, in a system of
diﬀerential equations, even though the mean value(s) of
the parameter(s) indicates that the system should reach
equilibrium or stable cycle, the increasing variance(s) of
the parameter(s) can drive the system to exhibit nonlinear behavior. This phenomenon is not well appreciated, but should actually be expected to appear very
often in nature (Anderson et al. 2008; Sugihara et al.
2011) and warrants further study. EDM has been shown
to be robust against moderate levels of measurement or
process error (Hsieh et al. 2008; BozorgMagham et al.
2015); however, this is likely to be system-speciﬁc.
One critical concern is the number of data points
needed for EDM to be applicable. Given the error in
empirical systems, there is no theoretical justiﬁcation for
the minimal time series length. Generally, the required
length of the time series increases with increasing complexity (embedding dimension) of the system. Sugihara
et al. (2012) suggested that 35–40 data points are required for EDM. Nevertheless, data leveraging approaches have been developed to combine dynamically
similar replicates (i.e., dynamic equivalence class) in
cases where each individual time series is too short. For
example, time series from diﬀerent species that have the
same dynamics can be concatenated to form a longer
time series known as dewdrop regression (Hsieh et al.
2008). Spatial data from dynamic equivalence classes
can be combined for analyses (Clark et al. 2015), and
diﬀerent combinations of time series data from interacting components can form a multivariate embedding,
i.e., multi-view embedding (Ye and Sugihara 2016).
Another diﬃcult issue is that many time series have
missing data. Missing data (coded as NA in R) are
automatically ignored in rEDM. Note that, as embedding is a necessary step in SSR, any vector (embedding)
involved missing data is also omitted during computation. Therefore, missing data impart an unavoidably
negative inﬂuence on the performance of EDM.

Data processing
Finally, we make a few suggestions on data processing
prior to using EDM. First, the time series of variables
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should always be normalized to zero mean and unit
variance to ensure all variables have the same level of
magnitude for comparison and to avoid constructing a
distorted state space. Second, linear trends should be
removed, either by simple regression or taking the ﬁrst
diﬀerence, to make the time series stationary. Third,
unless there is strong mechanistic reason, we recommend
that the time series data are not passed through a linear
ﬁlter (e.g., smoothing or moving average), because
smoothers can destroy the dynamics and make the signal
linear. Finally, we caution that strong cyclic behavior or
seasonality may mask the eﬃcacy of EDM; data standardization methods (Ye et al. 2015a) or surrogate data
tests to account for seasonality (Deyle et al. 2016a) have
been developed to overcome these problems, although
further methodological development is still underway.

Advanced applications
In addition to the examples given in this introductory
paper, EDM has a wide variety of applications. For
example, time-delayed causal interactions estimated
from CCM may be used to infer direct versus indirect
interaction (Ye et al. 2015b). Elevated nonlinearity, as
quantiﬁed by S-map, is a useful early warning signal for
anticipating critical transitions in dynamical systems
(Dakos et al. 2017). EDM has been used to investigate
scale-dependent system behavior (Hsieh and Ohman
2006; Jian et al. 2016). The prediction horizon (i.e. how
quickly the predictive skill decays with time steps into
future) of EDM can provide a guideline for ﬁsheries
management (Glaser et al. 2014). EDM has also been
used to classify systems; this is because systems
belonging to the same dynamic behavior can predict
each other (Hsieh et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2012).

Final remark
This casual review is by no means comprehensive. To
apply EDM, some basic knowledge of statistics and
dynamical systems is essential to prevent the misuse of
the software or the misinterpretation of results. EDM is
a rapidly developing ﬁeld and is a powerful tool for
understanding nature. However, EDM tools can only be
applied when suﬃcient time series data are available.
Thus, we encourage long-term monitoring programs to
be established and maintained, and recommend that
time series data are shared.
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